
TIME/DAY THE TEAM
KESSLER FOX FACTOR RERUN FITZ

approx 0100, 27 JULY 
2015

Team re-assigned to Operation: Hushabye Blue Newt by Agent Koller. Told to report to Agent Hamelin for briefing at 0800 at Karen's Kitchen in Bolivar Missouri.

1000ish, 27 JULY 2015 Team arrives at Karen's Kitchen for briefing. 2 hours late. Have food. Get briefing. Meet Agents Hamelin and Minsky. Rerun's birthday (no, but yay ice cream!). 

approx. 1100, 27 JULY 
2015

Team sets up House-Friend in a cornfield on the edge of town and gets some rest.

1630ish, 27 JULY 2015 Team is awake. Lots of coffee. Minsky arrives with weapons, equipment, and a new Agency beater car: Isuzu Rodeo. Presumably deactivates existing trackers in Rerun, Kessler, and Factor.

AFTER SOME 
DISCUSSION AND 
COFFEE BUT BEFORE 
1800, 27 JULY 2015

Sends Minsky out to purchase hard 
drives from local Best Buy. Brief heart-
to-heart with Rerun. Plans.??

Uses dark web to look up BETA's infitration 
agents. All appear to be civilians, a number 
of DEA agents. Purchases blackmail material 
on Helen Davis in Security.

Fabricates false digital documents to 
indicate the Agency is able to predict 
the identity of the ToDMother in 
advance. (Also leaves indications of 
WHICH expectant ToDMother is THE 
ONE.)

Brief talk with Kessler. Takes Jesse and 2 
Mohawks to case City Hall's alarm locations, 
send the info to Factor, then goes to investigate 
previous team's campsite.

Plays guitar. Fixes hair. ??

2000ish??, 27 JULY 2015 Puts Factor's False Flag: ToDMother 
files on hard drives, then uses ability to 
wipe them, leaving fragments of data 
behind. (2 drives get toasted, but 1 
seems serviceable for job.)

Still dark webbing?/Shooting home action 
film in front of white wall with new Agency 
phone.

Gets ride from Hamelin to Bolivar 
Christian Church & Polk County 
Christian School across from BETA's 
home base hotel and uses burner 
phone to call in public indecency on 
BETA's floor to cops.

Locates prev. team's campsite, speaks with Brad 
the Mohawk guarding it. Finds 1 kabuki fox mask 
artifact and 2 jade ring artifacts. Postcogs area 
for additional info - young woman not affiliated 
with Agency or BETA took OTHER Kabuki mask, 
prev. team went to investigate other campsite, 
had brainstormed variety of plans to infiltrate 
hospital.

Looking amazing. ??

2030ish, 27 JULY 2015 Goes to compromised AGENCY Mat. 
nurse's home (Faith Hall?), hands off 
hard drive and cryptic instructions for 
BETA's benefit, goes outside to discuss 
False Flag: The ToDMother plan. 
Advises nurse to bug out when 
contacted. Picked up by Minsky.

Still filming and gen. screwing around? Orders 1 doz. red roses for BETA 
Agent in Charge, Ellen Rigby to be 
delivered first thing in the morning. 
Then orders another dozen roses to be 
delivered to her one by one throughout 
the day.

Finds empty campsite belonging to suspicious 
other group. Agency team obv. underestimated 
opponents. Blood and drag marks off into woods 
that lead to small clearing - appears to be site of 
execution. 4 bodies under loose leaf litter 
correspond with 4 missing agents. Tag site for 
later retrieval, lose lunch.

Pompadour care and 
maintenance. ?? Hopefully 
other stuff.

2100, 27 JULY 2015 Making plans for Fox to make contact with AGENCY EVS Ashley and use her badge to 
move around inside the hospital. Fox is to hack the network and gather patient 

information and keycodes/whatever else seems useful. Kessler will remain oustide as 
support. Check-in over phone with Rerun and are apprised of new, hostile player on 
the field. Kessler obtains a valid FBI badge number. Fox breaks Rerun's spare set of 

glasses.

Stuck in traffic because a full coach bus rolled 5 times on the main highway. Suspect foul 
play. Code white called at hospital. Unknown number of casualties. Cause of accident 

unknown.

??

Hit local Walmart to purchase scrubs for Fox. Scrub colours purchased appropriate for: 
Nursing, Techs/Clerks, EVS, Food & Nutrition, and Care Management. Head to 

hospital. Eventually get Fox connected with Ashley and inside of the building.

Traffic effing sucks. Traffic still sucks. ??

Poses with antelope horn artifact and 
pretends it's the focus for shorting out 
security cameras on exterior of hospital. 

Accosted by Helen Davis of Security, but 
successfully bluffs his way into a main 
maintenance area. Davis continues patrol 
into parking lot.

Meet up on the road, Factor hops over to the Rodeo and Hamelin heads off. Factor, 
Rerun, Jesse, and 2 Mohawks drive to False Flag: The ToDMother's house and park 
outside for 15 minutes. Presumbly BETA surveillance crew calls cops who swing by, are 
super polite, and give accurate directions to Elm St when asked. Rodeo away!

??

Shorts out 6 exterior cameras before 
approached by Davis. Uses prev. 
gained dark web intel to attempt to 
blackmail Davis into wearing a wire to 
her next meeting with her superiors. 
Davis demands money, is told she will 
be contacted and a phone number and 
listening device will be left in a dead 
drop and she can try to negotiate for 
payment with them.

Fox is identified by an unaffiliated EVS 
staffmember as a disliked individual (Joe). 
Fox scoots into maintenance area proper and 
is locked in - changes scrubs? Locates staff 
terminal, sets admin account password to 
anything, begins downloading maternity 
records, and staff names and keycodes to a 
USB drive. Triggers a Code Red (fire) in the 
OR. BETA (presumably) remotely shuts 
down terminal before files are fully copied to 
drive. Reboots terminal, it shuts down. 
Removes ethernet cable and reboots, checks 
USB drive for bugs - finds some. Wipes 
drive.

Purchase 1doz. eggs per person from Walmart and begin to egg the house of each 
compromised (and aware of such) BETA agent amongst the hospital staff for a total of 4. 
Initially plan to hit one compromised but NON-aware BETA agent's domicile. (Ultimately 
run out of eggs before they get that far.)

??

PREMIDNIGHT?, 27 
JULY 2015

Texts Fox, asks if he needs backup, is 
told nope. Confirms the Code Red was 
Fox before calling Bolivar Dispatch as 
FBI Special Agent Cooper and requests 
connection to officer in charge at the 
scene of the fire. Initially connected to 
fire chief, eventually connected with 
Officer Cosart (sp??).

Door kicked open by young (unaffiliated?) 
security guard. Believes Fox is a friend. 
Based on Fox's account, calls in Code Grey 
(combative person) on prior EVS 
staffmember. Fox takes leave of guard on 
pretense of going to Code Red.

Egging houses - helps Rerun and Mohawks blow off some steam. Rerun crosses 
"vandalize something" off bucket list.

??

27/28 JULY 2015 Spins bureaucratic crypticness at 
Officer Cosart, claims the FBI has been 
investigating suspicious activity around 
the hospital. Names BETA maternity 
nurses Evelyn Line and Karen Gentry 
as connected and worth bringing in. 
Officer is suspicious. Kessler reiterates 
"professional courtesy," despite being 
unable to disclose specifics of case. 
Gives FBI badge #.

Fox heads for Admin. Changes to IT(tech?) 
scrubs. Leaves signs of forced entry on office 
door. Redownloads maternity records, 
keycodes and staff names. Attempts to 
trigger additional Code Red in Behavioral 
Services above OR, but alarm is shut off 
immediately. Kessler texts to advise LEAVE 
NOW. Terminal shuts off. Got maternity 
records and key codes - no staff 
records/names. Swaps offices, again leaves 
signs of forced entry. Interrupted by BETA 
security Davis.

Joyriding. ??

Still on phone with police, and/or 
increasingly frustrated over Fox's 
prolonged foray into MMH.

Fox threatens Davis with blackmail and gun. 
She correctly identifies him as Agency, he 
does not realize she gives him an option to 
leave (he does not know about Kessler's 
conversation with Davis), and shoots her in 
the hip when she reaches for his gun. Davis 
screams and goes down, Fox retrieves USB 
drive, Davis calls Code Silver in Admin wing 
and signals Agency presence. Kicks Fox in 
groin when he tries to grab radio. Fox calls 
Kessler for evac and exits via back.

In car. Brainstorm what may have happened to Louie and the missing Operators. Are not 
reassured by their musings. Want to rescue, if possible. Need Louie for infant swap.

??

A TIME, 28 JULY 2015 Kessler picks up Fox in the car and they exit the campus. They pull over into a quiet 
and dark parking lot by a paint store, where Kessler wipes Fox's sidearm clean of 
prints and disposes of it. Argument over mission critical info and escalation of situation. 
Kessler texts Rerun w/ update they are heading back to house-friend.

Between the 5 of them and 5 doz. eggs, all 4 compromised (and aware of their 
compromised state) BETA hospital staff's houses get egged. Head back to house-friend, 
drop Jesse and 2 Mohawks off at their campsite.

??

Rergroup at house! House-friend is VERY excited to greet everyone. Top Gun has a party hat, there is cake, confetti, and a sign that says "Congratulations on your first day of the mission!" Is so sweet.

0100??, 28 JULY 2015 Angry about Fox's sociopathic 
tendencies and apparent disregard for 
mission integrity. Advocates going on 
the offensive against BETA. Texts 
Agency Maternity Nurse to bug out, gets 
reply, "Gone." 

Upset he may have compromised the 
mission.

Instagramming, Family Feud style. 
Receiving comments of dismay from 
Nama over tense situation.

Is glad everyone is okay, but brooding over fate 
of previous team. Calls Hamelin and is informed 
group is to meet Agent Tod at Karen's Kitchen at 
0500. Advised to get story straight and get some 
rest. Passes message to group and settles in to 
prepare a report of the day's events for Agent 
Tod and brainstorm next steps. Eats cake.

??

TOD CLASS INFANT WILL BE BORN SOMETIME ON 29 JULY, 2015. IT WILL DEVELOP TOD ABILITIES 0-12 HOURS AFTER BIRTH.


